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Abstract
Using cesium atoms weakly coupled to a low-finesse cavity, we have generated photon
pairs that are highly correlated in a non-classical way, as demonstrated by a large
violation of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality G = 760+2100 for a bin width T = 60 ns.
Biphoton interferometry of the correlated pairs via the Holland-Burnett scheme [1]
holds promise to demonstrate precision beyond the shot noise limit, although the
current interference fringe visibility of = 0.84 ± 0.04 only translates to a shot noise
limited phase uncertainty. Polarization-time entangled pairs can also be directly
generated, by optically pumping the atoms to both IF = 3, mF = ±3) ground states.
The degree of entanglement, expressed by the calculated fidelity f = 0.81 ± 0.09
and calculated Bell state parameter S = 2.3 ± 0.2, is estimated to be finite but not
maximal.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The single photon is the most basic ingredient in quantum optics. Single photon states
can build up to form number states, or Fock states, which are conceptually simple
for physicists to work with: a system described by the number state IN) contains
only N photons. How can one obtain a single photon in the first place? One possible
way is to excite a single atom, which in turn emits a single photon as it transitions
to the ground state. However, it is not a trivial task to efficiently execute the single
photon emission process in a controlled manner; typically, such a process is subject
to Poisson statistics. What is instead desired is a "single photon gun" that can be
"loaded" and "shot" at one's will.
It turns out that a cloud of cesium atoms, weakly coupled to a low-finesse cavity,
can act as a conditional single photon source, as realized by the VuletiC group a few
months before I joined the experiment [2, 6]. The procedure of "loading the gun"
involves sending a highly attenuated "write" laser pulse through the atomic cloud,
such that on average one atom is pumped into a different state I1) by the laser (and
emits a "write photon" in the process; see Fig. 1-1). It is important that the atoms be
collectively coupled to the cavity, so that the experimentalist is unable to tell which
of the atoms had been excited. As long as any "which-atom" information remains
unavailable, the "shooting" of the "single photon bullet" (i.e. the "read photon") can
be accomplished with reasonable efficiency at some later time T,,, when a "read"
laser pulse pumps all the atoms back to the original state 10).
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Figure 1-1: Atomic levels used in the conditional generation of single photons [2].
One can imagine modifying this idea of a conditional single photon source to obtain
a photon pair source, by shortening the delay time T,,r between the application of the
write and read laser pulses. In the limit where both the write and read laser beams
are applied continuously, one might be able to generate continuous pairs of write and
read photons! This is essentially the idea behind our present photon pair source, with
some additional modifications to the single photon setup (e.g. using different atomic
levels) that we shall not address for now.
Equipped with a source of photon pairs, one can perform a variety of experiments,
such as sub-shot noise interferometry [7], tests of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR)
paradox [8], and quantum cryptography [9]. One question, however, begs to be asked:
given that correlated photon pairs have been produced since the advent of the para-
metric down converter (a non-linear crystal that outputs a pair of photons with
frequencies that add up to the frequency of its input laser beam) in 1970 [10], what
advantages do the Vuleti6 source of photon pairs provide over the parametric down
converter?
The answer to the above question lies in the bandwidth of the photon pairs pro-
duced by the two sources. Pairs produced by parametric down converters tend to
have broad frequencies, with widths on the order of 100 GHz [10]. Novel quantum
communication schemes, however, require photon bandwidths on the order of 1 MHz
18
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[11], which - surprise, surprise - the Vuletic source is able to provide!
Some of the most dramatic capabilities of our photon pair source are summarized
in a paper submitted for publication [4]. One aim of this thesis is to provide in-
tuitive pictures explaining the physics behind the generation of narrowband photon
pairs in our setup. Chapter 3 gets to the heart of the physics by modeling the cloud
of cesium atoms in a cavity as a three-level system. The experimental implementa-
tion and evidence for the correlated photon pairs are then described in Chapter 4.
Two applications of the new photon pair source, which form the actual focus of my
thesis work, are presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 describes a two-photon
interference experiment that offers the potential to achieve sub-shot noise precision,
while Chapter 6 shows how the collectively coupled atoms can serve as a resource for
polarization-time entangled photons. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes with a summary
and outlook of the atom-cavity system.
What about Chapter 2? In Chapter 2, we take a step back from all the excitement
about photon pairs, and examine instead an important tool employed in almost every
atomic physics experiment, including this one: the grating-tuned diode laser. Specifi-
cally, Chapter 2 describes the work I carried out to determine the influence of grating
parameters on the linewidths of external-cavity diode lasers. For completeness, I have
also included some linewidth measurements by Yu-Ju Lin and Marko Cetina, and Igor
Teper's design of a diode laser mount with improved mechanical stability [12].
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Chapter 2
Linewidths of Grating-Tuned
Diode Lasers
2.1 Motivation and Background
Diode lasers have vast applications in atomic physics, because of their reliability,
easy tunability, and low cost [13, 14]. Diode lasers alone, however, have linewidths
of around 20 MHz [15], which are often too broad for manipulating atoms, and are
typically not tunable to every wavelength of interest. Optical feedback, achieved by
adding an external cavity element such as a diffraction grating, not only enhances
the wavelength tunability, but also reduces the intrinsic linewidth to below 1 MHz
[13]-[15].
Intrinsic linewidths of several hundred kHz are usually sufficiently narrow for most
atomic physics experiments, since strong atomic transitions have typical linewidths of
several MHz. However, certain experiments, such as cavity QED experiments [16], or
those using narrow atomic transitions [17], require smaller laser linewidth. While it is
possible to reduce the linewidth by actively stabilizing the laser to a high-finesse cavity
with a fast servo loop [18], it is advantageous to prestabilize the laser by mechanical
and optical design. From this practical viewpoint, we are interested in how various
optical components in the grating laser setup - namely the grating, collimator and
diode chip -- affect the intrinsic laser linewidth. We have experimentally investigated
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the linewidths of grating lasers in both the near IR (780 nm for Rb, 852 nm for Cs)
and near UV (399 nm for Yb) regimes.
The linewidths of lasers have been extensively studied both theoretically [19]-[25]
and experimentally [26]-[31]. Theoretical analysis of external cavity diode lasers
shows that linewidths narrow with higher optical feedback. Most theoretical papers,
however, model the external cavity element as a mirror without any frequency se-
lectivity, instead of as a diffraction grating. Considering competition between diode
chip modes as a mechanism for linewidth broadening [32, 33], we hypothesize that the
linewidth should also depend on how well neighboring chip modes can be suppressed
by the grating spectral profile, as characterized by the grating resolution. The latter
is given by A/AA = mNg = m(2D)/[(2/ng) 2 - (Am) 2]1/ 2, where m is the diffrac-
tion order, Ng is the number of illuminated grating lines, D is the beam diameter,
A is the wavelength, and ng is the grating groove density. To our best knowledge,
no study has so far been conducted to determine the effect of grating resolution on
the linewidth. Furthermore, the influence of an antireflection (AR) coating on the
front facet of the laser diode on the linewidth has not been as well studied as its
effect on wavelength tunability. Wyatt has reported a significant effect of the AR
coating on the linewidth of a 1.5 ptm laser [28], while another experiment showed no
effect for a 1.3 m InGaAsP laser [29]. In the present work, we investigate how the
linewidths of 780 nm and 852 nm grating-tuned diode lasers are influenced by the
grating reflectivity, grating resolution and diode AR coating.
The conventional method for determining the linewidth is to superimpose two
laser beams on a sufficiently fast photodiode, which yields the convolution of the
spectral profiles of the two lasers. This method relies on the availability of a very
narrow reference laser, so that the beat note frequency width mainly reflects the test
laser linewidth. In addition, the intrinsic linewidth may sometimes be shrouded by
low frequency mechanical vibrations, which may result in a broadened beat note. In
this study, we have instead obtained the linewidth by measuring the power spectral
density of the test laser's frequency noise fluctuations, S(f). S(f) is expected to
display higher noise at low Fourier frequencies due to mechanical vibrations. The
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noise then falls until it reaches a white noise level, So, at high Fourier frequencies
[34]. So is related to the intrinsic Lorentzian linewidth Av by [35]
Av = 7rSO2. (2.1)
To convert frequency noise into intensity noise that can be measured with a photo-
diode, either the transmission signal from a Fabry-Perot cavity [36, 37] or the atomic
resonance line [34] can be used. The atomic line offers the advantage of being in-
sensitive to mechanical vibrations. Using the atomic line to measure noise at low
Fourier frequencies, we characterized an improved laser mount, a schematic of which
is presented in the final section of this paper.
2.2 Frequency Noise Measurements
A typical grating laser used in this study is assembled in a Littrow configuration
[14]. For each assembled laser, we carefully optimize its collimation and grating
alignment to achieve the best possible optical feedback using the following procedure:
monitoring the laser optical power, we set the laser diode current to just below its
threshold value. The current is then dithered with a triangle wave of 100 Hz, and
the onset of lasing manifests as a sudden increase in optical power with current.
The goal is to minimize the laser threshold by adjusting the collimator position and
the grating angle, assuming that the feedback is optimized when the threshold is
minimized. The feedback is much more sensitive to the collimator position than to
grating angle [3, 34].
Fig. 2-1 shows how the wavelength of an AR coated laser tunes with current for
both optimized and unoptimized feedback. When the feedback is optimized, the
wavelength tunes smoothly, with small jumps of 4.5 GHz between external cavity
modes. On the other hand, when the vertical grating angle or the collimator lens is
slightly misaligned, large frequency jumps of about 50 GHz appear, corresponding to
lasing on different residual diode chip modes that have not been completely suppressed
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due to imperfect AR coating.
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Figure 2-1: Tuning behavior of laser wavelength with current,
and without optimal (filled triangles) feedback, measured for
with AR coating.
for with (open circles)
an 852 nm laser diode
Figure 2-2: Schematic diagram of the setup used to measure laser frequency
Components like attenuators are not drawn. The polarization of the laser light
of the plane.
noise.
is out
Once the feedback is optimized, the laser light is sent through an atomic cell and
onto an avalanche photodiode with a bandwidth of 300 kHz. The photodiode band-
width is sufficient to measure the intrinsic linewidth, because the white frequency
noise typically appears from Fourier frequencies of 20 kHz onwards. Fig. 2-2 shows
a schematic of the setup used to measure the laser frequency noise. The laser wave-
length is tuned to a value that matches the slope of a Doppler absorption profile
(e.g. 852.334 nm for Cs), which allows us to use the atomic absorption line to con-
vert the laser frequency noise into amplitude noise for detection by the avalanche
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photodiode. For the 399 nm laser, the Dichroic Atomic Vapor Laser Lock (DAVLL)
dispersive signal [38] from a hollow cathode lamp (Hamamatsu L2783-70HE-Yb) is
used instead.
The slope of the absorption line is calibrated by beating the grating laser against
a reference laser locked to another atomic cell. The slopes on the two sides of the
absorption line are observed to be asymmetric, because of the linear increase in laser
output power with wavelength. To remove this linear dependence, we average over
measurements on both slopes of the atomic line.
The noise as measured by the avalanche photodiode in Fig. 2-2 contains both
frequency noise and amplitude noise, which may or may not be correlated to each
other. To measure the amplitude noise alone, we remove the atomic cell and insert
gray filters to attenuate the beam power to its previous value on the photodiode.
We find that the amplitude noise scales approximately as the square root of the
power incident on the photodiode, an indication that the amplitude noise at the
frequencies of interest is dominated by photon shot noise, and is thus uncorrelated
with the frequency noise. Fig. 2-3 shows both the total noise and the amplitude
noise contributions for a typical measurement. The frequency noise is obtained by
subtracting the amplitude noise from the total noise in quadrature. The noise below
5 kHz generally reflects the mechanical vibrations of the laser mount, whereas the
noise above 5 kHz becomes approximately independent of frequency, indicating a
Lorentzian lineshape [35].
Applying Eq. (2.1) to the white noise portion, we measure typical linewidths of
the 780 nm and 852 nm grating lasers to be in the 250-600 kHz range (see Tables 2.1
and 2.2). In fact, we also determine a similar linewidth of 250 kHz for a 399 nm Nichia
NDHV310APC laser diode (non-AR coated) assembled with a 2400 mm-1 grating of
reflectivity R1 = 0.60.
For comparison, the method of converting frequency into amplitude noise via the
atomic absorption line has allowed us to measure a linewidth as narrow as 30 kHz
for a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser diode, whose intrinsic linewidth was
narrowed by optical feedback from a low-finesse optical cavity using a setup similar
25
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Figure 2-3: Total (open circles) and amplitude (filled triangles) spectral noise densities
of an 852 nm AR coated laser assembled with a 1200 mm-l grating of reflectivity
R1 = 0.21. For frequency noise, 1 V/(Hz) 1/ 2 corresponds to 156 MHz/(Hz)'/ 2 . For
amplitude noise, 1 V/(Hz)l/ 2 corresponds to a fractional noise of 0.94/(Hz)/ 2 .
to Dahmani[18] et. al.'s.
2.3 Effects of Grating Parameters and AR Coating
on the Laser Linewidth
Table 2.1 shows the linewidths for various gratings (Edmund Optics 43222, 43753
and 43773) assembled with the same AR coated laser diode chip (Sacher Lasertech-
nik SAL-850-50-SDL) and collimator (Thorlabs C390TM-B, effective focal length =
2.75 mm).
As expected from theory, the higher the grating reflectivity R 1, the narrower the
linewidth. We also note, from comparing the first and third rows of Table 2.1, that the
linewidth narrows with higher grating resolution despite a lower grating reflectivity.
Fig. 2-4 gives a physical picture accounting for both effects of grating reflectivity and
resolution. The external cavity, formed between the back facet of the laser diode chip
and the reflective grating surface, is modeled as a passive Fabry-Perot cavity, whose
finesse is first maximized during the feedback optimization procedure described above.
Its highest achievable finesse, however, is limited by the reflectivity of the grating
26
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Table 2.1: Linewidths of 852 nm lasers built with different gratings.
Grating part number R1 Ro ng (mm-l) A/AA Av (kHz)
43773 0.21 0.67 1200 4200 560 ± 140
43753 0.61 0.19 1200 4200 440 110
43222 0.16 0.78 1800 8400 320 + 60
Linewidths of AR coated 852 nm lasers built with gratings (from Edmund
Optics) of different reflectivities into the first and zeroth diffraction orders
R1 and Ro respectively, and different groove densities ng. For a Littrow
grating laser, the first diffraction order is reflected back into the laser for
optical feedback, while the zeroth order is used as the laser output. R1 and
Ro are measured values, while the grating resolution A/AA is computed
for a beam diameter of D _ 3 mm.
chosen. The grating resolution, on the other hand, sets the width of the grating profile
in Fig. 2-4. A higher grating resolution, achieved with a grating of higher groove
density or a collimator that produces larger beam size, better suppresses neighboring
diode chip modes, leading to less mode competition and hence less frequency noise.
In fact, the greater influence of the grating resolution on the linewidth reduction
indicates that the suppression of other laser diode chip modes is more important
than the finesse of the external cavity.
The results in Table 2.1 imply that one may be able to obtain a narrower linewidth
by simply using a grating of higher groove density, while keeping the zeroth order
reflectivity Ro and laser output power high. In addition, we attempted to increase the
grating resolution by using a collimator that produced a larger beam size (Thorlabs
C240TM-B, effective focal length = 8.0 mm). We found that even when the optical
feedback was only near-optimized, we could already achieve a linewidth of 425 kHz
using the 1800 mm-l1 grating. On the other hand, the combination of the larger
beam size and 1800 mm-l1 grating also means that the optical feedback is much more
sensitive to the grating angle. At such high sensitivity, slight thermal drifts of the
aluminum laser mount made it extremely difficult for the grating to remain at its
optimal angle. As a result, we were unable to maintain reliable operation in the
mechanical setup of Fig. 2-2 for this collimator-grating combination.
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Figure 2-4: Calculated profiles of 1200 mm - 1 and 1800 mm -1 gratings, overlapped
with diode chip and external cavity modes spaced by frequency intervals determined
from Fig. 2-1. The width of the passive external cavity mode is calculated for a
grating of reflectivity R1 = 0.61 and diode chip back facet reflectivity[3] - 0.3. The
width of the passive diode chip mode is calculated for an AR coated diode chip with
the above back facet reflectivity and front facet reflectivity[3] . 0.003.
We also study the effect of an AR coating on the linewidth. Table 2.2 shows the
linewidths of AR coated and uncoated laser diodes assembled with the same grating
(R1 = 0.27, n = 1200 mm- 1 ). Although the AR coated laser has a slightly narrower
linewidth, the estimated error bar associated with each measurement is approximately
100 kHz. We hence conclude that although the AR coating eases the procedure for
optimizing grating alignment as well as enhances wavelength tunability (Fig. 2-1), its
effect on the linewidth is insignificant.
Table 2.2: Linewidths of both AR and non-AR coated 780 nm lasers.
Diode Model AR Coating Av (kHz)
Sanyo DL7140-201 No 500 + 100
SAL-780-40 Yes 450 ± 100
Linewidths of 780 nm lasers with and without an AR coating on the front
facet. A grating (Edmund Optics 43773; see Table 2.1) is used.
The linewidth error bar of 100 kHz is estimated from the fact that the amount
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of current injected into the diode laser influences the extent to which the laser op-
erates in a single mode, which in turn affects the linewidth (Fig. 2-5). When the
laser is about to jump to a different mode, it becomes slightly multi-mode and the
linewidth increases by an order of magnitude due to mode competition. Although
we have verified that the laser operated in a single mode during our frequency noise
measurements, Fig. 2-5 shows that there is still a linewidth variation of about 80 kHz
in the single-mode regime.
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Figure 2-5: Plot of linewidth versus current injected into the diode laser. The laser
jumps to a different longitudinal cavity mode near 52 mA.
Table 2.3 summarizes the smallest linewidths obtained for the near IR diode lasers
(780 nm, 852 nm). For comparison, the linewidth of the near UV laser (399 nm) is
included.
Table 2.3: Best achieved linewidths of 852 nm and 780 nm lasers.
Atoms A (nm) AR Coating R1 ng (mm-') A/AA Av (kHz)
Cs 852 Yes 0.16 1800 8400 320 ± 60
Rb 780 Yes 0.27 1200 4100 450 i 100
Yb 399 No 0.60 2400 8200 250 - 70
Smallest achieved linewidths of 852 nm and 780 nm lasers and their cor-
responding diode and grating parameters. For comparison, the linewidth
of the 399 nm laser is listed.
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2.4 Mechanical Stability of Laser Mounts
Fig. 2-6 shows a new laser mount ("mount B") that is designed to reduce mechanical
oscillations at higher acoustic frequencies. For the regular mount[14] ("mount A";
see Fig. 2-2), the grating and laser diode are separately attached to a third aluminum
piece that serves as the base of the mount. The vertical and horizontal grating angles
are adjusted by turning the screws of the mirror mount. Conversely, for mount B, the
aluminum block containing the grating is attached directly to the block containing the
laser diode via four nylon pull screws. Three stainless steel screws, which push on a
rubber ring and a piezo stack sandwiched between the two blocks, respectively, allow
the vertical and horizontal grating angles to be adjusted with better resolution. In
fact, the vertical angle only needs to be adjusted slightly, because the optical feedback
is already near-optimal when the grating sits flush in the machined pocket. Mount B
also includes a mirror, which couples the beam out of the mount in a fixed direction
regardless of the grating's horizontal angle [39].
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Figure 2-6: Schematic diagram of mount B. The four nylon pull screws that attach
the two aluminum blocks to each other are not drawn.
The mechanical properties of mount B are characterized in terms of its frequency
noise power spectral density and root-mean-square (RMS) jitter at low Fourier fre-
quencies (up to 5 kHz), and are plotted in Fig. 2-7 and 2-8 respectively. For compar-
ison, Fig. 2-7 and 2-8 also display the data for a laser assembled with mount A. At
first glance, mount A appears to be more stable than mount B, because its overall
noise is lower. However, the low frequency noise can often be easily reduced with a
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feedback circuit. In fact, the lower the frequencies at which resonances occur, the
easier it is for the feedback circuit to compensate for noise. In this respect, mount
B is better than mount A, because its mechanical resonance only occurs at 500 Hz,
whereas mount A has resonances at around 2 kHz. As shown in Fig. 2-8, the RMS
jitter of the laser built with mount B is much lower than that for mount A, when
both lasers are locked. Integrating from 0 Hz up to a bandwidth of f = 10 kHz, we
achieve RMS jitters of AVjitter(f) = [of(S(f'))2df']1/2 = 40 kHz and 100 kHz for the
actively stabilized lasers built with mounts B and A, respectively.
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Figure 2-7: Frequency noise power spectral densities for mount B (open circles) and
mount A (filled triangles) lasers. Mount B only has a mechanical resonance at 500 Hz,
whereas mount A has mechanical resonances at 2 kHz.
2.5 Summary of Linewidth Studies
We have measured frequency noise power spectral densities to determine laser linewidths
for various grating laser setups. We find typical linewidths of 250-600 kHz for lasers
operating near 399 nm, 780 nm and 852 nm. The linewidth depends on the type
of grating and collimator. The presence of an AR coating has an insignificant effect
on the linewidth reduction, but enhances tuning stability. On the other hand, the
higher the grating reflectivity and grating resolution, the narrower the linewidth. In
particular, the grating resolution has a larger effect on the linewidth than the grating
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Figure 2-8: RMS jitters of lasers assembled both with mount B (open circles for
unlocked and solid line for locked) and mount A (filled triangles for unlocked and
dashed line for locked). The RMS jitter is given by Avjitter(f) = [ofS(f))2dfl]]1/2
reflectivity.
Using a new laser mount with improved mechanical properties, we were able to
achieve an RMS jitter of 40 kHz for an actively stabilized system with a loop band-
width of only 1.5 kHz.
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Chapter 3
Cesium Atoms in a Cavity: a
Three-Level System
3.1 Atomic Transitions Used in Cesium
Chapter 1 has already provided a brief introduction to the idea behind generating
pairs of write and read photons. Fig. 3-1 shows the relevant cesium energy levels
that the r-polarized write and read laser pumps interrogate to produce the cor-
responding write (+-polarized) and read (a--polarized) photon pairs. For conve-
nience, we denote the atomic states as the following: a) - IF = 3, mF = -3), lb)-
IF' = 3, m' =-3), If) -IF = 3, mF =-2), e) IF' = 2, m' =-2), where F, F'
are quantum numbers that label the ground state 62S1/2 and excited state 62P3/2 re-
spectively. Because all the atoms are optically pumped to a) initially, the read process
(If) -- le) -+ la)) can only take place after the write process transfers an atom from
la) to If). The write process, however, can "reverse" itself as the interrogated atom
Rabi-flops from If) back to la) via b). To reduce competition between the read and
reverse-write processes, we use a far-detuned write laser pump and an on-resonance
read laser pump. Since the spontaneous emission rate goes as the inverse-square of
the laser detuning 6 for large [40], the read process occurs much more quickly than
the reverse-write process.
The above comparison of the write and read rates gives us a better understanding
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mF: -3 -2
62p F'=3 lb)
63/2 F' =2e)
62S,, F =3
I w: write photon
r: read photon
Ia) If)
Figure 3-1: Atomic levels used in the generation of photon pairs. The write pump
beam is red-detuned from atomic resonance by 6 = 150 MHz.
of how the read photon can be generated conditionally on the write photon. However,
the ability to generate photon pairs does not necessarily translate into the ability of
detecting photon pairs! The issue is that an excited atom emits a photon into 47r
steradians when it makes a transition back to the ground state. Unless we had a
special device that could collect the photons emitted into all possible solid angles, we
would have a very low detection efficiency, limited by Afet/ 4 7, where AQde,t is the
solid angle subtended by the detector.
The low-finesse, single-mode cavity that the cloud of cesium atoms are weakly
coupled to provides an alternative solution to the special detecting device. Instead
of collecting photons emitted into 4r steradians, the cavity enhances the emission of
photons into its single cavity mode [41]. The photons then leak out of the cavity at a
rate given by the cavity linewidth n into a detector outside of the cavity. To develop
a common language describing the coupling of the cesium atoms to the cavity, the
concept of a single atom's cooperativity r7 to the cavity mode will now be introduced.
3.2 Cooperativity Parameter
The cooperativity parameter describes how well a single atom can emit a photon
into one direction of a single cavity mode compared to that into free space. From
geometrical considerations, goes as the ratio of the solid angle subtended by the
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cavity mirror A\Qc to 47r, and is enhanced by the cavity finesse F. AQc/47r in turn
goes as (A/Wc) 2, which can be thought of as the number of photons of wavelength A
that can "fit" into an area characterized by the cavity mode waist wC. Putting in all
the numerical factors, we get [41, 42]:
2r 3 () (3.1)
Fig. 3-2 offers a different perspective on the cooperativity parameter. The levels
depicted in Fig. 3-2 correspond to an atom in the excited state (in our case, 62P3/2)
with no photons in the cavity le, 0), and an atom in the ground state (62S1 / 2) with one
photon in the cavity g, 1). The two levels are coupled by a Rabi frequency g, which
is the single-atom vacuum Rabi frequency as extracted from the Jaynes-Cummings
model [43]. For an atom initialized in le, 0), q is given by the probability of emitting
a -photon into the cavity mode compared to that of emitting a F-photon into free
space:
g2 // g2
7/= K (3.2)
Ig,l> le,O>
K F'r
Figure 3-2: Two-level system of an atom coupled to a cavity. The first label (e, g)
denotes whether the atom is in the excited or ground state. The second label denotes
the number of photons in the cavity. K is the cavity linewidth and r is the natural
linewidth of the le) -, g) transition.
Both expressions for turn out to be equivalent, although Eq. (3.2) is more
convenient for explaining the physics in the following sections. Ideally, we would like
7 to be as large as possible, so as to achieve a high directionality in the emission of
the write or read photon. On the other hand, it is technically challenging to strongly
couple a single atom to a high-finesse cavity with a small mode waist. The way we
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circumvent this problem is to collectively couple N, atoms to a cavity. As long as
Natl > 1, a photon will be emitted into the cavity mode with a high likelihood, even
for the case of a low-finesse cavity.
3.3 Superradiance on the Read Process
For the write process, achieving Narl > 1 is trivial: the factor Na comes from the
fact that there are initially Na atoms in the ground state, all of which can be possibly
excited. Meeting the same condition Nat7 > 1, however, is not as intuitive for the
read process. Afterall, when the read process is initialized, only one atom will be in
If) (see Fig. 3-1)! How then does the read photon get preferentially emitted into the
cavity mode?
The trick is that the write process must drive an atom from la) to If) in a way that
the experimentalist is unable to tell which atom had made the transition. Eq. (3.3)
show the states used in the read process, including now an additional label for the
number of read photons in the cavity Inr) (see also Fig. 3-3). Because the atom that is
driven to If) cannot be identified, one must symmetrize the states of the read process
[44, 45]:
1 Na 1 Na
IF) - Ifi aj) r)-- i) r) (3.3a)i--1 ji 7/a i--
Na 1N
IE) -- lei aj) 1 E lei) 1, (3.3b)
i=l ji a i=l
Na
IG) -- | la i) r ) -- l a ) (3.3c)
i=l
Since the j Z i atoms are always sitting in la), the labels laj) are dropped for
convenience.
The on-resonance Rabi frequencies that couple the symmetrized read states are
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Figure 3-3: Atom-cavity states, couplings and rates of decay involved in the read
process.
then given by the following expressions:
Q2FE = Qp, (3.4a)
QEG = V/-gr, (3.4b)
where QP is the Rabi frequency of the read pump beam interacting with one atom.
The expression for Q2 FE comes as no surprise, for only one atom is making the atomic
transition If) - le). The scaling of QEG with the square root of the number of atoms,
however, is unexpected. The following equation provides a more careful computation
of QEG:
QEG -(G E E)
= (G gr(&+a + &at_)IE)
Na
g {(al (lrI} (+a + at&-) {Ie,) 1or)}
r N(3.5)
-/agr. (3.5)
The first and second lines in the above equation rewrite the usual Hamiltonian for a
two-level atom interacting with an electric field -d. E in terms of the read photon
creation at and annihilation operators, and operators describing the la) +-, le)
atomic transitions i.e. + = le)(al and &_ = la)(el [43]. Simply put, the term &+a
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takes an atom from la) and puts it in e) while absorbing a read photon from the
cavity mode, and vice versa for &ta_. The last few lines of the calculation tell us that
the VN factor comes from coupling a symmetrized state to a product state upon
the emission of a read photon. Returning to Fig. 3-2 with QEG = /JNgr instead of
merely gr, we find the cooperativity for the emission of the read photon to be
(V r)2 K = Na r = Narl. (3.6)IK
Eq. (3.6) shows that the read photon is Na times more likely to be emitted into
the cavity mode than expected for a single atom in the excited state. Such collective
enhancement of spontaneous emission is also known as Dicke superradiance [44].
3.4 Four-Wave Mixing
Up to this point, we have ignored in our discussion of superradiance the finite spatial
extent of the atomic cloud. Since the cloud of atoms is larger than the wavelength
of the emitted photons, a spatial phase-matching condition must also be fulfilled to
achieve superradiance [44]:
Pr,photon = P,pump - Pw,photon + Pr pump (3.7)
Fig. 3-4 illustrates the phase-matching condition, where P is the momentum of the
photon indicated in the subscript. In our case, the phase-matching condition is sat-
isfied by retro-reflecting the write pump beam to produce the read pump beam.
Since the momenta sum to zero, and the initial and final states of the system
remain the same (i.e. all atoms in a)), the generation of the write and read photon
pair can be viewed as a four-wave mixing process. In the language of four-wave mixing,
we now have another picture for the superradiant emission of the read photon: the
incoming write pump beam and the outgoing write photons interfere to form a spin
grating in the atomic cloud (depicted by the dashed lines in Fig. 3-4). The incoming
read pump beam then scatters off the atomic grating to give outgoing read photons.
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Figure 3-4: Momenta of write and read laser pumps, which generate the write and
read photons respectively. The write and read laser pumps are aligned to be counter-
propagating, whereas the write and read photons are emitted into the cavity mode.
The dashed lines depict the spin grating obtained from interfering the write pump
and emitted write photons.
Because it is Na times as likely for a write photon to be scattered into the cavity mode,
the emission of the read photon into the cavity is also enhanced by Na. (The emission
of the write and read photons into opposite directions does not matter, because both
photons will circulate within the cavity anyway.)
3.5 Three-Level System Dynamics on the Read
Process
Superradiance, while a rich phenomenon itself, does not give the full physics associ-
ated with the read process. Instead of focusing on the coupling between states E)
and G), we return to the full three-level system depicted in Fig. 3-3.
The reader is reminded that the couplings QFE and f2EG occur on atomic reso-
nance. For the moment, we shall ignore the fact that photons can decay out of the
system via r, and F. Using the interaction picture in the {IF), E), IG)} basis, the
three-level system can then be described by the Hamiltonian
H = [2P (IF)(El + E)(FI) + g (G)(EI + E)(G)] , (3.8)
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with eigenvalues and eigenstates
E = hQ' : II) = (P F) + IE)+ / -galr IG)),
Eli = -hQ': III) = (P IF) - ' IE) + Ng,. G)), (3.9)
EIII= 0 : IIII)= (V-,(gr F) -PG)),
where Q' = [(2Qp/2)2 + Nag2] / 2. Note that the third eigenstate is special: it has
no excited state component. In conventional three-level physics terminology, 1111) is
also known as the dark state, because it cannot spontaneously emit any photons by
making a transition from IE) to any of the two ground states [43].
We now allow the read photon to leave via nc and r decay, as the system transitions
back to a fourth level IA) HIJ ljai) 10,). The master equation approach gives the
most general description of the system [43, 46]:
11= [H, p] + rA)(EI p IE)(AI + K IA)(GI p IG)(AIih
-2 (IE)(E p + p E)(EI) - (IG)(GI p + p IG)(GI) , (3.10)
where H is the Hamiltonian from Eq. (3.8) and p is the density matrix of the four-
level system. It turns out that, because the ic and r photons decay out of the three-
level system, the four-level master equation approach is equivalent to the Schr6dinger
wavefunction approach for a modified three-level interaction Hamiltonian:
ihn = H',O, H' = H- i( IE)(EI + 2 IG)(GI), (3.11)
where 0b is the wavefunction of the system.
Under the modified Hamiltonian, the states IE) and IG) have some imaginary
width corresponding to their decay rates. In the basis of eigenstates, has no effect
on the dark state, although it pulls the other two eigenenergies EJ and EII closer to
each other [47]. On the other hand, K "spoils" the dark state by coupling some excited
state component into 111I). Returning to our original goal of photon pair generation,
we see that we would like as many photons to leave from IG) as possible, instead of
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losing them via r-decay from E). Therefore, to achieve a high recovery efficiency of
the read photon, we need to be well-overlapped with the "almost-dark" state EIII),
which is also the state with the least (albeit finite) excited state component.
We expect the read photons to be emitted with an exponential decay in time
(where initial time is defined to be that when a write photon is emitted into the
cavity) if the overlap with the almost-dark state is perfect. Otherwise, the admixture
of other eigenstates shows up as Rabi-flops in the time-dependent emission of the
read photons, as simulated in Fig. 3-5.
4
t (s)
Figure 3-5: Time-dependent probability for the read photon to be emitted into the
cavity, where t = 0 is the time when a write photon is emitted into the cavity.
When a write photon is emitted into the cavity, the system is initialized in a
superposition of all three read eigenstates. How then can the system have a strong
overlap with the almost-dark state? In our experiment, the frequency of the single
cavity mode has been tuned to coincide with atomic resonance. Because EIm 0,
the write cavity mode is nearly resonant with the almost-dark state, while the other
eigenenergies E and EJ, are filtered out by the frequency width of the write cavity
(see Fig. 3-6). Hence, as the write photon leaks out of the cavity and into the detector,
the phases of the two "bright" eigenstates II), II) cancel out, and what remains is a
coherent overlap with the almost-dark state 111).
In the time domain, the cavity filtering of the write photons is equivalent to con-
volving the amplitude of read photon emission (Gl,0(t)) with the amplitude of write
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mode E
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Figure 3-6: Cavity filtering of the write photon results in good overlap with the
almost-dark state IIII) for the read process.
photons decaying out of the cavity e-( /2)t. It is important that the convolved quanti-
ties be amplitudes instead of probabilities, for the following reason: both (G[I(t)) and
e-( /2)t have t = 0 defined as the time when a write photon is emitted into the cavity.
However, there is no way of finding out when a write photon is actually emitted into
the cavity without making a measurement that disturbs the system dynamics. Our
knowledge of when the read photon is emitted is smeared out by the time over which
the write photon leaves the cavity for the detector, therefore one can only add ampli-
tudes instead of probabilities. In other words, the above convolution of amplitudes
is analogous to the Feynman path integral [48], where the "paths" in this case are
indistinguishable time paths for the write photon to be emitted. Fig. 3-7 shows the
result of convolving Fig. 3-5 with e-( / 2)t, which is the time dependent probability of
emitting a read photon into the cavity, where initial time is now defined to be that
when a write photon has left the cavity.
3.6 Write Process
We examine the mechanism responsible for initializing the read process: the write
process. Like in the read process, there are three states involved in the write process
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Figure 3-7: Time-dependent probability for the read photon to be emitted into the
cavity, where t = 0 is the time when a write photon has left the cavity.
(see Fig. 3-8a):
Na
IA) II Hai) 10), (3.12a)
i=l
Na
1
IB) = n Ibi a) 10) , (3.12b)
i=1 ji
Na
IC) a (3.12c)
i=1 ji
The Rabi frequencies coupling the states are QAB = /N-awp and QBC = g,, where
wp is the Rabi frequency of the write pump beam interacting with one atom.
One key difference between the two processes is the fact that all Na atoms start
in the la) state, which is to be contrasted with only one atom starting in the If) state
for the read process. Another major distinction is that the write laser is red-detuned
by 6 = 150 MHz from atomic resonance. The large detuning (6 > AB, Q2BC) allows
us to simplify the three-level system into a two-level one, where the two levels IA)
and IC) are coupled by an effective two-photon Rabi frequency (see Fig. 3-8b):
e.ff = V aJWpg. (3.13)
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Figure 3-8: (a) Atom-cavity states, couplings, and rates of decay involved in the write
process. (b) The two-level system that effectively describes the write process, in the
limit of large laser detuning .
The write photon then leaks out from C) via n decay. Note that r does not enter the
description of the effective two-level system, because the system is merely reinitialized
in A) when the excited atom decays back to its ground state a).
Since (Qeff << I at large detuning, the write process operates in the rate equation
limit. In other words, there is no Rabi flopping between IA) and C), and write
photons simply get injected into the cavity at the constant rate [42]
RAC = eff 1((3.14)
In fact, there is an even simpler picture describing the rate at which write photons
are emitted into the cavity. For small Qeff, the problem of spontaneous emission
reduces to an off-resonant scattering problem. The rate at which write photons are
scattered off the write pump beam into free space, in the limit of large 6, is given by
[40]:
Rf (2-) ' (3.15)
where I and I are the applied and saturation intensities respectively. The rate at
which write photons are scattered into the cavity is then enhanced by the collective
cooperativity Nar:
Ra = NrRf =_ ( -2r2agI (3.16)Rcav~~an rs 432) \2 I8)
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Using the relation 2(wp/r)2 = I/I8, we reconcile the two pictures describing the
emission of the write photon: R,, = RAC.
3.7 Summary of Write and Read Processes
Many important ideas have been presented in this chapter - cooperativity, superra-
diance, four-wave mixing, and the three-level system in both the strong coupling and
rate equation limits. We reiterate how these concepts fit together in the mechanism
for generating correlated photon pairs: initially, all the atoms are optically pumped
to a). One of the collectively coupled atoms off-resonantly scatters a write photon
from the write laser beam as it makes a transition from la) to If) at a constant rate
RAC. Given this constant rate, the emission of the write photon into the cavity ini-
tializes two processes: the exponential decay of the write photon out of the cavity,
and the read process. For the read process, the emission of the read photon into the
cavity mode is enhanced by superradiance (or four-wave mixing, which is equivalent
to superradiance in an extended sample), because we are unable to tell which of the
atoms had made the la) - If) transition. The time-dependent probability amplitude
for the read photon to be emitted is governed by three-level dynamics, which must
be convolved with the exponentially decaying time dependence describing when the
emitted write photon leaves the cavity. Such a convolution encodes a strong overlap
between the state of the system and the almost-dark state (i.e. very little excited
state e) component) for the read process. Good overlap with the almost-dark state
ensures that most of the read photons decay into the cavity mode instead of into free
space, which translates into high recovery efficiency of the read photons.
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Chapter 4
Generation of Correlated Photon
Pairs
4.1 Experimental Setup
Modeling the cavity and collectively coupled cesium atoms as a three-level system
has provided us with an understanding of how correlated write and read photon
pairs can be generated. We now turn to the practical details of the experiment.
This section gives a sketch of the key components of the experimental setup used
to generate correlated photon pairs. Technical details of the laser system, optical
pumping procedure and magneto-optical trap (MOT) holding the cesium atoms can
be found in Adam Black's thesis [6].
Fig. 4-1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The cesium atoms
are held by a MOT in a low-finesse ( = 250), single-mode cavity, of which N 104
atoms are positioned at the waist (w, = 110 im) of the TEMoo cavity mode. The
Rabi splitting due to a single atom coupled to the cavity is given by 2g/27r = 0.36
MHz, and the single atom cooperativity is r7 = 7.3 x 10- 4, which translates to a
collective cooperativity of Nar7 5. 7r-polarized, counter-propagating write and read
laser pump beams are applied continuously from the side of the cavity. The read
pump beam is derived by retro-reflecting the write pump beam off a mirror, hence
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both write and read pump beams operate at the same frequencies and intensities1.
Photons can either be emitted into free space at a rate of r/27r = 5.2 MHz, or out of
the cavity at a rate of t/2r = 8.6 MHz. Because the reflectivities of the two cavity
mirrors differ from each other, the a--polarized write and a+-polarized read photons
tend to leak out through the upper cavity mirror into the detection setup.
(Detection setup)
Detection ---------------------------------
setup
.................. ' CDN' I
ad photon ( +) SPCM2 
Write pump PBS
v
w=v r=h
rite photon (D /4-platel I
Cavity mirror m - - r = ,+ 
Cavitylocklight (Outputofcavity) 
Figure 4-1: Experimental setup for generating correlated photon pairs. The cavity
lock light is a grating laser beam sent through the cavity in between sequences of
data taking, so as to probe and lock the cavity frequency to atomic resonance. The
MOT beams and an additional laser used in optical pumping are not drawn. In
the detection setup, "w" and "r" denote write and read photons, while "v" and "h"
denote vertical and horizontal polarizations respectively.
Outside of the cavity, a quarter-waveplate transforms the polarizations of the write
and read photons into vertical v and horizontal h respectively. The v-polarized write
and h-polarized read photons are then separated by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
to enter their respective fiber-coupled single-photon counting modules (SPCM-AQR-
13-FC from Perkin-Elmer), which output TTL pulses to a fast counting card (P7888
from Fast ComTec GmbH) that can detect the arrival time of the photons with ns
resolution.
1 The write pump beam in turn comes from a Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) laser diode,
whose linewidth has been narrowed by optical feedback from a high-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity (6, 49].
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4.2 Photon Statistics
Based on the output of the SPCMs, we can measure the intensity cross correlation
9wr(T) to characterize how correlated the write and read photons are to each other.
The intensity cross correlation measures the joint observation of a write photon at
an initial time (which is set to be zero) and a read photon at some later time r, and
compares this joint rate to the rate expected from uncorrelated write and read photon
pairs:
gwr(T) = ( )() (4.1)
where (N,), (N,) are the time-averaged rates of the write and read photons. Note that
Eq. (4.1) follows from the general expression for the intensity correlation function,
defined in terms of photon creation t and annihilation a operators [45]:
(at(t)a(t + T)aj(t+ T)i(t)
(at(t)ai(t)) (a(t + )aj(t + )) (4.2)
modified to reflect the cross correlation: i(t) - aw(O), j(t+r) -- a,(7-) (and similar
replacements for at), where [aw, at] = 0, ataw = N,, and adr = N,.
We expect to measure gwr,(T) > 1 when the write and read photons are corre-
lated to each other. A high gwr(T), however, does not necessarily imply an efficient
generation of correlated photon pairs from the atoms-cavity system. For instance,
we can classically induce 9wr,() > 1 by periodically "chopping" at both inputs of
the polarizing beam splitter. On the other hand, the effect of chopping the read and
write photons would show up as high autocorrelation functions gww(T), grr,(). The
relevant quantity for determining the non-classical correlation between write and read
photons is therefore the normalized cross correlation
2 (7)G = aW (4.3)9rr(7_)9w(7) (
where G > 1, also known as a violation of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality [50],
indicates that the write and read photons are correlated in a non-classical manner.
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Operationally, all of the correlation functions are only defined for some time bin
of width T. For example, g,r(r) is calculated by sorting the output pulses of the two
SPCMs into time bins, and then sliding the two series of time bins with respect to each
other for various bin offsets r and seeing when one series (containing the write photon
arrival times) overlaps with the other series (containing the read photon arrival times).
The autocorrelations can in principle be similarly obtained by sliding the bins of one
SPCM with respect to itself. However, each SPCM is unable to detect a second
photon within 50 ns of detecting the first photon, rendering it incapable of giving
reliable autocorrelations for T < 50 ns. To circumvent this problem of dead time, the
write (read) photons are sent to a fiber-coupled 50/50 beam splitter, whose outputs
are then connected to the two SPCMs (see Fig. 4-2). The cross correlation measured
by the two SPCMs in this configuration thus corresponds to the autocorrelation of
write (read) photons.
h
PBS
r=h
7 /4-plate
w =rite photon autocorrelation, which is equivalent
Figure 4-2: Setup for obtaining the write photon autocorrelation, which is equivalent
to measuring the cross correlation of the two SPCMs. The read photon output port of
the polarizing beam splitter needs to be blocked to prevent reflections back through
the cavity and into the write photon output port, which would lead to an artificial
increase of the write photon autocorrelation.
4.3 Photon Correlation Results
Fig. 4-3 shows the cross and autocorrelations measured as a function of bin width T
for our photon pair source. Since neither the write nor read stream of photons are
artificially "chopped" after the cavity, the autocorrelations remain low. Specifically,
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the autocorrelations decrease from 2 to 1 as the bin width increases, a characteristic
of chaotic light2 [45]. Combining the low autocorrelations with an initially high gwr
(- 65), we measure a large violation of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for small bin
widths: the normalized cross correlation is G = 760+2100 for T = 60 ns [4]. Because
the read photons are generated on a short time scale of - 30 ns, G decreases as the
bin width increases and more uncorrelated background photons are included.
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Figure 4-3: Cross and autocorrelations for write and read photons, plotted as a
function of bin width T. gwr (green) is combined with gw (red) and g,,rr (blue) to
yield highly non-classical values for the normalized cross correlation G (black) [4].
The time scale for generating read photons shows up more distinctly in a plot
of g,,(T) (see Fig. 4-4a). The solid blue curve is a fit to the data, where the curve
function is derived from convolving the three-level dynamics of the read process with
an exponential decay e- ( /2 )T of the write photons out of the cavity (see also Fig. 3-7).
The presence of Rabi flops indicates that the system is not perfectly projected onto
the almost-dark state when the read process is initialized.
Fig. 4-4b shows the cross correlation ghom(T) between the write and read photons
when the quarter-waveplate is set to convert their respective polarizations into s and
2 The write (read) photons are considered to be chaotic light, because they are emitted from
atoms subject to thermal motion and other broadening mechanisms. This means that one write
(read) photon at time 0 can only be correlated with another write (read) photon at time r if r < rd,
the decoherence time of the atoms. For longer time separations, the two write (read) photons are
uncorrelated i.e. the autocorrelation drops to 1.
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Figure 4-4: (a) Cross correlation between v-polarized write and h-polarized read
photons. A finite cross correlation at negative T simply corresponds to the detection
of read photons before the write photons leave the cavity. (b) Cross correlation
between s-polarized write and f-polarized read photons, also known as the Hong-Ou-
Mandel configuration. The dashed green curve and solid red curves are fits to the
data, for write and read photon frequency differences of Aw/27r = 0 and Aw/27r =
2.5 MHz respectively [4].
f, which are linear polarizations rotated by 45° away from the vertical and horizontal
basis i.e. s = (v - h)/v2, f = (v + h)/vx (see also Fig. 4-5). The arrival of the two
photons at the polarizing beam splitter can then be expressed as
t (o)ft(t) = 1 (it(O) - ht(O)) (-(T) + ht(r))
= 1 (0t(0)t()- t(o)ht(T) + ht(o0)t(T) - ht(O)ht(r))
= 1 (o)bt(o)v ht()ht(O)) , =0. (4.4)
where t(t), ft(t), it(t) and ht (t) are creation operators for photons polarized along
s, f, v and h respectively at time t. Eq. (4.4) shows that a pair of write and read
photons will either be simultaneously reflected or transmitted through the polarizing
beam splitter, and a coincidence count will not be registered between the two SPCMs!
The identicalness of the write and read photons at r = 0 is the explanation for
the dip (also known as a Hong-Ou-Mandel dip [51]) in Fig. 4-4b's cross correlation.
As r increases, the write and read photons can be distinguished by their times of
arrival at the SPCMs, giving rise to a non-zero cross correlation. The bumps at
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gho(±30 ns) are reminiscent of the peak g9,(30 ns). In fact, the functional form
of ghom(T) can be calculated from g,,r(T). From Eq. (4.4), we understand that the
probability amplitudes of the write and read photons destructively interfere at the
polarizing beam splitter in the Hong-Ou-Mandel configuration, yielding:
§hom(T) 2 (/.e"' / --e  iA"wr)
where 4w is the frequency difference between the write and read photons, and
the uncorrelated backgrounds have been subtracted from the correlation functions:
ghom(T) = ghom(r)- 1 and wr(T) = g,,r()- 1. Eq. (4.5) is plotted in Fig. 4-4b
for both Aw/27r = 0 and Aw/27r = 2.5 MHz. The latter is a better fit to the data,
although the frequency difference does not match that predicted from light shifts
induced by the 7r-polarized write and read pump beams.
SPCM 1
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SPCM 2 V l
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Figure 4-5: Setup for measuring write and read photon cross correlations in the
Hong-Ou-Mandel configuration.
We have shown that a cloud of cesium atoms collectively coupled to a low-finesse
cavity is capable of generating non-classically correlated pairs of write and read pho-
tons. There are many other beautiful results that characterize our photon pair source
e.g. high brightness, narrow photon bandwidths and high recovery efficiency of the
read photon, which are covered in [4] and shall be left out of this thesis. The purpose
of this chapter is to present the relevant correlation results, which provide a back-
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ground for discussing two possible applications of the photon pair source: sub-shot
noise interferometry and entanglement.
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Chapter 5
Towards Sub-Shot Noise
Interferometry
5.1 Motivation and Background
Interferometry is an indispensable tool for physicists to probe a wide variety of phe-
nomena, such as Berry's phase [52] and entanglement [53]. A subset of applications,
including lithography [54] and gravitational wave detection [55], demands high sen-
sitivity to the phase difference AO between two paths of an optical interferometer.
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle dictates, however, that there is a fundamental
limit to the phase sensitivity of an optical interferometer with n photons 1 [56]:
1 1AnAq > - A -An (5.1)
The maximum uncertainty in the number of photons An is on the order of the num-
ber of photons n itself, hence the minimum possible phase uncertainty follows from
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle:
AOHL - (5.2)
n
1More precisely, the number-phase uncertainty relation is AnA _> 11 - 2rP(Oo)1/2, where P(Oo)
is the probability for measuring 0o, the lowest eigenvalue of the phase operator . For P(Oo) = 0,
the general uncertainty relation simplifies to Eq. (5.1).
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Most interferometry experiments are unable to demonstrate precision at the Heisen-
berg limit. On the contrary, a typical interferometer, with n photons at input a and
no photons at b (see Fig. 5-1), operates at the shot noise limit (also known as the
standard quantum limit):
OSNL = 1 (5.3)
The shot noise limit can be derived independently of the statistics of the state at
input a, e.g. it can be a coherent state or a thermally populated state with average n
photons, or a n-photon Fock state. Instead, the limit stems from fluctuations in the
vacuum port b, which induce each photon from a to indeterministically traverse the
interferometer via either f or s to enter either one of the detectors at d or e. The
combined output of the detectors is thus subject to photon shot noise V/ [45, 57].
Figure 5-1: Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two 50/50 non-polarizing beam split-
ters and two mirrors.
To get beyond the shot noise limit, one can leave the state at port a alone (as
a coherent/thermal/Fock state) and inject port b with squeezed vacuum, which can
be generated via, say, parametric down conversion in an optical cavity [58, 59, 60].
A squeezed state, akin to the coherent state, has minimum uncertainty i.e. AnAqb =
1/2, but its phase uncertainty is "squeezed" to below the shot noise limit: =
e-(T/2 )/V/n, where r is the squeezing parameter. The main difficulty with using
squeezed states, however, is that even with a source capable of producing highly
squeezed vacuum, any losses in the interferometer couples in additional vacuum fluc-
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tuations, which can bring the overall phase sensitivity back to the shot noise limit.
An alternative method for sub-shot noise interferometry is to use Fock states at
both inputs, which may [61] or may not [1] be entangled. In particular, Holland
and Burnett proposed sending Fock states of equal photon number Inhb) into the two
inputs, to achieve a Heisenberg limited phase sensitivity of 1/( 2 nhb). One can mo-
tivate the high phase sensitivity by considering two classical fields {(ainei°in, inei i n)
incident on a 50/50 beam splitter (see Fig. 5-2). The two output fields then differ in
phase and amplitude by [1]:
tan (out - Oout) cos (n- (5.4a)
ainin COs (in - (in)54
( - (out) 2 = 2 cin/in sin (in - Oin) · (5.4b)
In other words, two input fields with the same amplitude (ain = p3in) will give rise
to two output fields with no phase difference ( 0out = 9out) after the beam splitter,
regardless of the input field phases. Quantum mechanically, such a result means that
the noise of the phase difference between two paths of an interferometer is minimized
to the Heisenberg uncertainty level, when states with precisely equal photon numbers
are used at each input [45].
Bea
Figure 5-2: Classical input and output electric fields of a 50/50 non-polarizing beam
splitter [1].
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5.2 Holland-Burnett Scheme with Correlated Pho-
ton Pairs
The Holland-Burnett scheme for nhb = 1 can be realized with a source of correlated
photon pairs, such as the atoms-cavity system described in the previous two chap-
ters. The most direct implementation is depicted in Fig. 5-3a, where the write and
read photons, after being split by the polarizing beam splitter (originally part of the
detection setup), are sent through two 50/50 beam splitters before being detected by
the SPCMs. The path length difference is varied as a piezoelectric stack dithers one
of the mirrors back and forth.
SPCM 1 (b)
- . / PiFe7A
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Figure 5-3: Two possible implementations of the Holland-Burnett scheme for nhb = 1:
(a) Sending the polarization-separated write and read photon pairs through a spatial
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, formed by two 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitters
and two mirrors; (b) Sending the write and read photons through a variable retarder
before polarization-separating them.
On the other hand, Fig. 5-3b offers a technically simpler way of realizing such a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer: only a variable liquid crystal retarder (LVR-200-IR2
from Meadowlark Optics), whose retardance changes with the amplitude of an applied
2 kHz AC voltage, needs to be inserted between the quarter-waveplate and polarizing
beam splitter of the original detection setup. The quarter-waveplate is set to convert
the polarizations of the write and read photons into v and h respectively, while the
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retarder is aligned such that its slow s and fast f axes are oriented at 45° away from v
and h. Instead of varying the path length difference spatially, the optical path lengths
of the photons are now changed, as the variable retarder imparts a phase shift eiO
to each photon polarized along its slow axis. The following equations illustrate how
such a retarder setup maps back to a Holland-Burnett Mach-Zehnder interferometer:
it +t t - t
= [(it) _ (t)2]
[(jt)2 _ (t)2e2iO]
[(t + ht ( - e2i
1 [((9t)2 + (ht)2) (1-e 2i ) + 2htt
4
out of cavity
after quarter-waveplate
in basis of retarder
by action of the retarder
(5.5a)
(5.5b)
(5.5c)
(5.5d)
in basis of SPCM detectors (5.5e)
(1 + e2i)]
We are only interested in the coincidence detection2 of h and v photons. The prob-
ability of detecting a coincidence from one write and read photon pair is hence given
by the square of the coefficient of the above ht t term:
p01 + e2i 2 1 + cos 20
11 2 2 (5.6)
P1 varies as cos 2X0 instead of as cos 0, due to the possibility of both photons simul-
taneously traversing the phase-shifted path s (see Fig. 5-1) - a picture reminiscent
of the physics behind the Hong-Ou-Mandel dip discussion from the previous chapter
(Fig. 4-4b). For this reason, the fringes from the output coincidence detection are
termed "Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes".
2In Eq. (5.5), we only considered pairs of write and read photons generated at the same time t.
If we allowed for time-delayed pairs i.e. it(t)t(t + r), we would not have been able to cancel out
the terms -ft(t).t(t + r) + t(t)ft(t + 7) in Eq. (5.5c), which would have prevented an equivalent
mapping back to the Holland-Burnett scheme.
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For N Poisson-distributed pairs of write and read photons entering the interfer-
ometer, the expectation of detecting M coincidences is then
(M) = (N) P1 = (N) 1 + cos2 (5.7)2
assuming perfect detection efficiency. The phase uncertainty should therefore be
A = (1/2)(1//7) = 1/(2vW), where the factor of (1/2) comes from Holland's
and Burnett's predictions, and y/W is the standard deviation of the N independent
pairs (a "hand-waving"argument!). Contrasted against the shot noise limit for an
interferometer with 2N photons i.e. ALSNL = 1/(V1i2V), we can see how the V
reduction in the phase uncertainty comes about: (M) varies at twice the expected
frequency i.e. cos 20, so 190/ (M) reduces by a factor of 2. However, AM increases
by X because there are twice as many photons that can enter the interferometer
paths s or f. Using
Ah = (M) AM, (5.8)
we achieve an overall reduction of X2 in the phase noise when compared to the shot
noise limit.
5.3 Conditions for Sub-Shot Noise Interferometry
A more careful analysis of the Holland-Burnett phase uncertainty would take into ac-
count factors like uncorrelated background counts, detection efficiencies (0 {va,, ah} <
1) and inability of the detectors to distinguish between one and two photons at short
time scales T < 50 ns. The following calculations of AO, which take into the above
factors, follow closely from those presented by Kuzmich and Mandel [7].
Suppose that for each pair of photons arriving at the interferometer inputs, there
is a probability of 1- P3 that the two photons are uncorrelated. Accounting for the
detection efficiencies too, the probability of detecting one coincidence from one input
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photon pair then becomes
1 + cos 20Pll O=a2ah
2 (5.9)
The visibility of the fringes, defined to be V - (Po _ plin)/(p a + p 1in), reduces
to .
Given N photon pairs, the conditional probability P(MIN) for M coincidences is
P(MIN) = () (Pl)M( 1 _ Pll)N- M
The probability of detecting M coincidences over a time period, during which the
probability of N photon pairs traversing the interferometer is P(N), is thus
00
p(M)= E P(MIN)P(N).
N=M
(5.11)
To obtain AM ((AM)2) 1/2 = ((M 2) - (M)2 )1 /2 , we need to calculate (M) and
00
= EMp(M)
M=O
: EEM (
N=O M=O
00
= E NPP(N)
N=O
= (N) P1,
(P11)M (1 - P11)N-M p(N)
P11)M(1 _ Pll)N-Mp(N)
(5.12)
from which
a (M)
1
(N) aah, sin 2'
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(M < N). (5.10)
(M)
(5.13)
where we have substituted Eq. (5.9) for Pll. Additionally,
00
(M2) = E M2p(M)
M=O
- (N) P11(l - Pll) + (N2) (P11)2 . (5.14)
Therefore the uncertainty in the number of coincidences detected is
AM = [(M2 ) (M)2]12
= [(N) Pll(1- P1l) + ((AN)2) (P11)21/ 2 . (5.15)
For the case of perfect correlation between photon pairs fi = 1, perfect detection
efficiencies {a,, ah} = 1, and perfect detector ability to distinguish between one and
two photons ((AN) 2 ) = 0, the uncertainty in the number of coincidences detected
becomes
AM = sin 2 . (5.16)
Using Eq. (5.8), the phase uncertainty reduces to the same expression obtained from
the previous hand-waving argument:
Aq 2/. (5.17)
On the other hand, taking into account all three imperfections yields
AM = [(N) 1 +cos 2] 1/2 (5.18)
where imperfect detector ability to distinguish between one and two photons results
in ((AN) 2 ) = (N) for the Poisson-distributed pairs. The phase uncertainty is then
given by
1 (1+ /3 Cos 2\ 1/2
-3 sin 20 2 (N) aah ) (5.19)
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Compared to the shot noise limit of an imperfect system
A/SNL = 1
v2 (M(= o))
1 (5.20)
the phase uncertainty of the Holland-Burnett interferometer needs to have some min-
imum fringe visibility /o to demonstrate sub-shot noise interferometry:
(demand < 1 for some q).ASNL (1 + )(1 + cos 2b) 1/2
AOSNL l 2/?2 sin2 2 
(5.21)
Fig. 5-4 plots the above ratio of phase uncertainties for various values of 3, which
also represents the fraction of correlated pairs. It turns out that P > /o0 = 0.843 is
needed for AO to get below the shot noise limit.
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Figure 5-4: Ratio of phase uncertainties, plotted as a function
fringe visibilities 3. The ratio diverges at 0 = 7r/2 for all d < 1.
of phase for various
Kuzmich and Mandel have also made the important observation that the ratio
of phase uncertainties does not depend on the detection efficiencies [7]. The lack of
dependence is due to the nature of the detection setup: putting in (N) photon pairs
with detection efficiencies a, ah is equivalent to putting in (NaCah) photon pairs
with perfect detection efficiencies.
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5.4 Observation of Biphoton Interference Fringes
We return to the actual interference experiment performed with our correlated pho-
ton pairs. Before observing the interference fringes, we calibrate the interferometer
phase in situ, as a function of the amplitude of AC voltage applied to the variable
retarder. For the calibration, cavity lock light is sent through an empty cavity and
onto the setup in Fig. 5-3, with one of the output ports of the polarizing beam splitter
blocked and the other output port connected to an avalanche photodiode instead of a
SPCM. Fig. 5-5a shows the avalanche photodiode output signal as the applied voltage
amplitude is slowly dithered. The phase can be then backed out from the avalanche
photodiode signal VApD(see Fig. 5-5b):
1 + cos 4
VAPD = VO 2 (5.22)
where Vo is the avalanche photodiode signal with no phase shift imparted.
> 0.16
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Figure 5-5: (a) Voltage output of avalanche photodiode during a scan of the variable
retarder voltage. (b) Calibration of phase imparted by the variable retarder versus
applied voltage.
Equipped with the phase calibration, we observe the Hong-Ou-Mandel interference
fringes using the following procedure: the correlated photon pairs are generated as
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described in Chapter 4, and then sent through the detection/interferometry setup
shown in Fig. 5-3b. For a fixed retarder voltage corresponding to some phase shift,
the cross correlation data is collected by the two SPCMs and averaged for 45 minutes.
Because we only consider photon pairs that arrive at the same time (see also the
second footnote of this chapter), only gr(T = 0), analyzed for a bin width of 5 ns,
is registered as one data point on the interference fringe curve. To observe the full
interference fringe curve, the above steps are repeated for different retarder voltages.
Fig. 5-6 shows the final Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes, measured over two
full cycles. The first feature to note is that the fringes vary as cos 2b instead of cos ,
as expected from Section 5.3's analysis of biphoton interference. The second feature
is the fringe visibility, which is measured to be P = 0.84 ± 0.04 by fitting the data to
Eq. (5.12). Since P - 30, we have not yet demonstrated sub-shot noise interferometry
with our correlated photon pairs. Nevertheless, there exists the potential to achieve
sub-shot noise interferometry, by tuning up the system to obtain a higher fraction of
correlated photon pairs.
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Figure 5-6: Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes, measured using the variable re-
tarder setup. The red curve is a fit of the data to gr = a(1 + ,3cos(70y + e))/2,
yielding a periodicity of -y = 1.93 + 0.04 and fringe visibility /3 = 0.84 + 0.04.
The next natural step for us to take is to tune up our atoms-cavity system to
obtain a higher fraction of correlated photon pairs, which would directly translate to
a larger fringe visibility 3. Afterall, the maximum value of g(T = 0) in Fig. 5-6 is
only 22, and we have observed higher cross correlations in Chapter 4. On the other
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hand, even if we could claim sub-shot noise interferometry then, the result would
not be new: physicists have performed similar experiments with parametric down
converted pairs before [7]! The true purpose of this biphoton interference experiment
is to check that our photon pair source may be used for at least the same applications
as existing parametric down converters. In this chapter, we have shown steps towards
achieving sub-shot noise interferometry. In the following chapter, we shall turn to a
second application that, to the best of our knowledge, is novel: polarization-time
entanglement of photons.
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Chapter 6
Polarization-Time Entanglement of
Photons
6.1 Definition of an Entangled State
Entangled states form the cornerstone of many "quantum applications": quantum
cryptography [9], quantum teleportation [62], quantum computation [63]... the list
goes on. Given the importance of entangled states in today's quest towards quantum
information technology, it is crucial to understand what it means for a state to be
entangled: An entangled state is a state that cannot be expressed as a product state
[64].
The simplest examples of entangled states are given by the Bell states
1 1(IA1A2) + B1B2)) 1 (A1B2) + B1A2)) , (6.1)
which express entanglement between two systems, each of which may possess attribute
A or B. The subscripts "1" and "2" indicate two modes that each system can be in.
For instance, we can entangle the polarizations (V or H) of two photons that may
enter two different spatial modes (k1 or k2):
1 (IVk Vk2 ) + IHkHk2)) i (IVkl Hk 2) + Hk Vk 2 )) (6.2)
v"2- f2(
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The above states can be produced from a type-II parametric down converter (see
Fig. 6-1) [5].
ordinary
Figure 6-1: "Extraordinary" and "ordinary" photons (i.e. h- and v-polarized pho-
tons) are emitted into two separate cones ke and ko during type-II parametric down
conversion. Photons traversing along the points of intersection between the two cones
are entangled [5].
Before the advent of the type-II parametric down converter, most physicists gen-
erated "entanglement" only upon post-selection. One popular method was to send a
pair of v- and h-polarized photons to the two input modes {a, b} of a non-polarizing
beam splitter, and then post-selecting for coincidences between the two output port
modes { 1, 2} [65]:
_ 1
JH1 + iH2) ® I -iV + V2)
= _(H1 V2) + VH 2) -i HUjV) + i >H2V2))
4-* 1(HV 2 ) + V1H2)) upon post-selection
Note that despite Eq. (6.4)'s similarity to one of the Bell states, the
fundamentally entangled, since it started out as a product state.
system is not
Similarly, the state we generated with our write and read photons in the Hong-Ou-
Mandel configuration from Chapter 4 is not an entangled state, despite its resemblance
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IHaVb)
(6.3)
(6.4)
to a Bell state upon coincidence detection (see also Eq. (4.4)):
IStFt,) = Vt - Ht) I Vt + Ht,)
1
-- ltt)-IHt,Ht,)), t = t'. (6.5)
How then can one create an entangled state with our new photon pair source?
Up to this point, we have only used atoms starting in IF = 3, mF = -3) to generate
a--polarized write and a+-polarized read photons. If one could also initialize atoms
in IF = 3, mF = -3), one could additionally produce a+-polarized write and a--
polarized read photons (see Fig. 6-2):
1
IE) = (Jat-a+-) + eis jat+at
-~ -(IlVtHt,) + ei IHtVt,)), after quarter-waveplate, (6.6)
where t and t' = t + r are the times at which write and read photons are generated
respectively. For 1) to describe a novel polarization-time entangled state, created
without any post-selection, eie needs to remain as a fixed phase. In fact, from Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, we predict ei = 1. However, if ei varies from one optical
pumping cycle to the other, we would only obtain a statistical mixture of at + ) and
o'ati) photon pairs.
6.2 Generation of Entangled Photons
To initialize atoms in both IF = 3, mF = ±3) states, one needs to change the optical
pumping procedure. We remind the reader of the convention that the quantum num-
ber F refers to the ground state 62S1/2, while F' refers to the excited state 62P3/ 2. In
the original optical pumping scheme, the atoms are cooled by MOT lasers tuned to
the (F =)4 -- 5' cycling transition. For the generation of photon pairs, an additional
laser L4,- that is a--polarized and on (F =)4 -- 4' atomic resonance allows atoms
to fall from IF = 4) to IF = 3), from which they can interact with the 7r-polarized
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Figure 6-2: Atomic levels used in generating entangled photon pairs.
(F =)3 - 2' write and read pump beams. While the atoms would have been pumped
to both IF = 3, mF = ±3) by action of the write and read lasers, the a--polarization
of L4,- causes atoms to be preferentially pumped to the IF = 3, mF = -3) dark state.
For the new optical pumping procedure, the write and read beams maintain the
same polarization and frequency, while L4a- is turned off. Atoms can therefore
be pumped to both F = 3, mF = ±3) dark states. To ensure that atoms fall from
IF = 4) into IF = 3) in the first place, the MOT lasers are tuned to (F =)4 -- 4'.
The rest of the experimental setup remains the same as that depicted in Fig. 4-1. To
see if the new optical pumping scheme successfully generates entangled photon pairs,
we need to examine the cross correlation function 9wr,i(T).
Naively, one would expect gwr,~i(T) to be that of a normal a--write and a+-read
photon pair (Fig. 4-4a), plus its reflection about the vertical axis, because atoms ini-
tialized in IF = 3, mF = +3) now produce a+-write photons before a--read photons.
In partial agreement with these predictions, Fig. 6-3a shows that the cross correla-
tion measured with the new optical pumping scheme is roughly symmetric about the
vertical axis. Furthermore, the Rabi flops from Fig. 4-4a also show up in Fig. 6-3a.
Surprisingly, however, there is a peak at T = 0. Qualitatively, we can attribute the
central peak to the following mechanism: a a--write photon scattered by an atom in
IF = 3, mF = -3) initializes the mF = -2 read process in the same way as before.
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However, the scattered a--write photon can be reabsorbed on the read process at the
mF = +3 end. On average, the reabsorbed photon is only emitted into the cavity
one Rabi cycle later, which is also the time taken to generate a a+-read photon from
the original mF = -2 read process. Therefore, both the a- and a+ photons appear
at the same time, leading to a large cross correlation at r = 0.
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Figure 6-3: Cross correlations between write and read photons generated using the
new optical pumping scheme. The photon polarizations have been converted to (a)
h and v, or (b) s and f, by the quarter-waveplate. The flatness of ghom,,(T) in (b)
indicates that the photon pairs are entangled.
How about the cross correlation in the Hong-Ou-Mandel configuration? Here,
the measurements present a huge surprise: ghm,q(Tr) is constant at 1 for all r,
as shown in Fig. 6-3b! The flatness of ghom,,(Tr) indicates that we have entangled
photons, instead of a mere statistical mixture. Recall that for the correlated photon
pair IStFt,) (where s, f are 450 away from v, h),
ho.(T) = gom(T) - 1
- 2 ( Vgr(Tei) 
2
,(- wrT)e- w) 
By symmetry, IFtSt,) would give rise to hm(-T) = gham(-T)- 1 in the Hong-Ou-
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(6.7)
Mandel configuration. Therefore, for the entangled state I ) = (StFt,) + IFtSt,))/,
9hom,I(T) = gh.,,,I()- 1
0. (6.8)
Conversely, if we had a statistical mixture of IStFt,) and IFtSt,), we would get a
T-dependent correlation function:
ghom,*(T) = (r) (+eiO gho-T)1 2)
= 2i d (1-e) hon(T)
=hom (T) (6.9)
2
In fact, there is an even simpler picture for explaining the time independence of
9hom,* ():
&t(t)ft(t') + ft(t)st(t)
[(bt(t)-ht(t)) (t(t) ))+ ht(t'  ) (t(t) + ht(t))]
2 [9(t)9(t') -ht(t)ht(t')] for all t, t' . (6.10)
In other words, an entangled pair of write and read photons arriving at the polar-
izing beam splitter in the Hong-Ou-Mandel configuration will always be reflected or
transmitted as a pair, regardless of their arrival times!
6.3 Interference of Entangled Photons
We have just shown that polarization-time entangled photon pairs, when polarized in
the s, f basis, can destructively interfere at a polarizing beam splitter at all times. To
further investigate how these entangled photon pairs interfere, we repeat the Holland-
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Burnett interference experiment with the variable retarder setup from Fig 5-3.
Fig. 6-4 shows the entangled state Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes, which
demonstrates the expected cos 20 variation. Each data point in Fig. 6-4 corresponds
to gwr,(-(T = 0), analyzed for a much larger bin width i.e. 100 ns. One can afford to use
larger bin widths for analysis, because the entangled photons interfere at all times.
For the same duration of data acquisition, the measured cross correlation yields a
lower error bar when analyzed for a larger bin size. The advantage of using entangled
photons for interferometry then becomes clear: one only needs - 10 minutes per data
point to accumulate reasonably good statistics, compared to the previous scheme with
45 minutes per data point! The shortened data collection time, however, comes at the
expense of fringe visibility. Recall that from Fig. 4-3, the cross correlation falls with
larger bin sizes. Therefore, the peak value in Fig. 6-4 drops to 9, yielding a fringe
visibility of /3 = 0.77 ± 0.03.
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Figure 6-4: Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes, obtained by analyzing g9r(T = 0)
in 100 ns bins for different retarder phase shifts. The red curve, which is a fit to the
data, has periodicity y = 1.94 f 0.01 and fringe visibility A/ = 0.77 ± 0.03.
The above fringe visibility is lower than that measured with non-entangled pairs,
i.e. 3/ = 0.84 f 0.04. Does this comparison then mean that entangled photon pairs
are inferior to non-entangled ones with regard to their potential for sub-shot noise
interferometry? No. ,yi is lower because bins of larger widths are used in the analysis.
If the interference fringes are to be remeasured with each data point analyzed in 5 ns
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bins, the entangled system may possibly yield a better fringe visibility, since there is
a peak in gr,,i(T) at T = 0.
The chief advantage to using entangled photon pairs, however, is not to perform
sub-shot noise interferometry. As mentioned at the start of this chapter, entanglement
serves as a resource for quantum information technology. The higher the degree of
entanglement, the better the system is suited for such quantum applications. To ex-
amine the degree to which the write and read photons are polarization-time entangled,
we reanalyze the cross correlations for a bin width of 20 ns, and plot g,,,(T = -30 ns)
and 9gr,(T = 20 ns) as functions of retarder phase shift 0 to obtain two more Hong-
Ou-Mandel interference fringe curves (see Fig. 6-5). The bin offsets T and 20 ns bin
width are chosen to focus on the two side peaks from g,, (T). If all the pairs arriving
at the detectors are perfectly entangled, both interference fringe curves will be strictly
described in terms of cos 2¢. Fig. 6-5, however, shows that the fringes are asymmetric
i.e. they can be described by an additional cos 0 term, indicating that the photons
are not maximally entangled.
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Figure 6-5: Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes, obtained by analyzing (a) 9wr,(T =
-30 ns) and (b) gwr,i,(-' = 20 ns) in 20 ns bins. Since neither fringe is symmetric
about X ~ 90°, the photons are not maximally entangled.
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6.4 Violation of Bell's Inequality
The most common test for entanglement is to subject the system to an Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) experiment, and see if the results violate Bell's inequality.
Before applying the EPR experiment to the polarization-time entangled photons, we
provide a brief introduction the EPR argument and Bell's inequality. We refer the
curious reader to any standard quantum mechanics textbook (for instance, [66]) for
further details.
6.4.1 Background of EPR Paradox and Bell's resolution
Since the inception of quantum mechanics in the early 1900s, many physicists strug-
gled with its interpretation. In particular, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen were among
a group of physicists who thought quantum mechanics to be an incomplete theory,
i.e. some attributes of a system will always remain hidden from Il), the quantum-
mechanical description of the system. To support their interpretation of quantum
mechanics, these three physicists proposed the following EPR paradox [67].
Consider the decay of a neutral pion 7r° of spin 0, initially at rest, into an electron
e- and a positron e+, which fly off in opposite directions (see Fig. 6-6). To conserve
angular momentum, the electron and positron possess opposite spins, hence the pair
is described by the entangled state
1
IEPR) = 2 (IT+- - +T-)) · (6.11)
In a gedankenex'periment, one can allow the electron-positron pair to travel until
they reach their respective spin-measuring detectors spaced a light year apart from
each other. Quantum mechanics dictates that if detector D+ measures spin up for
the positron, the other detector D_ will instantaneously measure spin down for the
electron, and vice versa. The "orthodox" interpretation is that the particles were in
a superposition of both spin up and spin down during their time-of-flight travel, and
the measurement process "collapsed" the overall state into either IT+l-) or I[+T-).
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However, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen took the instantaneous correlation between
the two detector outputs to mean that detector D+ needed to send information about
its measurement result to D_ at a speed faster than that of light, which was impossible
according to special relativity. They therefore concluded that the spins of the two
particles must have been pre-determined and described by some variable hidden to
quantum mechanics.
D
0c
Figure 6-6: Pion decay in an EPR gedankenexperiment. and b are unit vectors along
which the two detectors may be aligned.
The resolution to the two conflicting interpretations was offered by Bell in 1964,
who showed that the following inequality must be obeyed if any hidden variables exist
[66]:
[P(a, b)- P(&, c)| < 1 + P(b, c), (6.12)
where &, b, c are unit vectors pointing in arbitrary directions. P(i, ) is the product of
the two detector outputs (with D+ aligned along and D_ aligned along 3), averaged
for all measurements. Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt (CHSH) later generalized
Bell's inequality [68]:
S = IE(a, /3) - E(a', ,3) + E(a', /3') + E(a, /3') < 2, where (6.13a)
C(a,/3) + C(a, /3) - C(a',/) - C(a,/) (6.13b)
C(a, 3= ) + C(&,  + C(aC(,, /) + C(a, l') p
C(a,/3) is the coincidence between two detectors aligned at angles a and /3 away from
the horizontal axis, and al = a+90 °, /3 = /3+90 °. To measure a maximum violation
of the CHSH inequality (i.e. S = 2f2), one needs to choose {a = 0°,/3 = 22.5°} and
{a' = 45°,/3' = 67.5°}.
Since the 1960s, many physicists have demonstrated a violation of the CHSH form
of Bell's inequality, eliminating the "hidden variables" interpretation of quantum
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D+
mechanics (reference [69], for instance, illustrates the pioneering work conducted by
Aspect, Grangier and Roger). Today, experimental work continues to be performed
in this direction, but the focus has changed: the violation of Bell's inequality is now
used as an indicator of entanglement in the system [70]. It is with this purpose of
entanglement verification that we propose an implementation of the EPR experiment
for the write and read photon pairs.
6.4.2 Proposed Implementation of EPR Experiment
Fig. 6-7 shows the experimental setup for a proposed implementation of the EPR
experiment. The idea is to split the incident write and read photons in an indistin-
guishable manner at the 50/50 non-polarizing beam splitter. The polarizing beam
splitter and half-waveplate in each output path then serve the purpose of rotating
the measurement basis of the SPCM into some angle a or . Since we would like to
verify polarization-time entanglement, E(a, 3) will be formulated in terms of cross
correlation functions g offset from = 0, instead of coincidences C(a, ) from
Eq. (6.13b).
SPCM 2
X/2-plate
PBS
50/50 BS
A/2- PBS 1t (v,h)
plate X JX/4-plate
tt (a )
Figure 6-7: Setup for proposed implementation of the EPR experiment.
Although we did not attempt to perform an EPR experiment, we can obtain a
quantitative estimate of how much we expect the CHSH inequality to be violated,
based on the Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringes measured in Fig. 6-5. An outline
of the calculation is provided below, while the details are given in Appendix A.
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The photon pairs after the quarter-waveplate can be most generally described in
terms of the probability amplitude Q(to) for a pair to arrive at the polarizing beam
splitter at time offset to, and the probability amplitudes q(T),e(T) and p(r) that
parameterize how likely photons within a given write-read, write-write or read-read
pair are spaced by time r:
IP>) = J dtoQ(to) d'{ q r') i t(t' + ') (t - + t(r') t (t- + T(r') t (to - 7)
+p(r') ht(t) + ) ht(t- ) 10) } (6.14)
where t(t), i(t), ht(t) and h(t) are the creation and annihilation operators for ver-
tically and horizontally polarized photons respectively at time t. One can further
express q(T) as a mixture of a complex probability amplitude for correlated pairs
v(r) and a background coming from uncorrelated pairs Xei , where the phase angle C
is to be averaged over at the end of the calculation. A state is maximally entangled
if v(T) = v(-r).
Assuming that the backgrounds X, e and p are Poissonian, one can describe them
in terms of write (N,) and read (Nr) photon rates:
X = (N,) (N.), (6.15a)
e = V(N) 2, (6.15b)
p = (N,.)2. (6.15c)
v(r) and v(-T), on the other hand, are related to Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringe
curves. To back out these two complex probability amplitudes, one can average the
two fringe curves from Fig. 6-5, and fit the averaged curve A(-r)12 to
JA(r)12 = Ao + Al cos 20 + A2 sin 2 + A3 cos , (6.16)
where the fit coefficients Ai are expressions of v(+r), X, e and p.
Equipped with values for almost all the parameters (Q(to), being proportional
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to the rate of photon pairs, can be left as a variable without affecting the final
results), one can calculate the relevant cross correlation g, which in turn gives
E(a, f) and eventually S. Besides S, another relevant quantity that may be used to
quantify entanglement is the entanglement fidelity f, which is the overlap between
the maximally entangled state and i.
The final results of the calculation are S = 2.3 ± 0.2 and f = 0.81 + 0.09. These
values show that we should observe a violation of Bell's inequality in a realization
of the EPR experiment, i.e. our photons are polarization-time entangled (albeit not
maximally entangled).
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook
We have managed to generate pairs of write and read photons, highly correlated in a
non-classical manner. The mechanism for generating pairs is well-understood, and we
can explain many features of the intensity cross correlations g,,(r) and ghon(T). We
have also subjected these correlated photon pairs to applications like interferometry,
which shows promise to perform at a precision beyond the shot noise limit of standard
interferometers. We can even entangle the polarizations of photon pairs with modes
of time via a different optical pumping scheme.
What next? Quantum cryptography and quantum teleportation are among a
whole host of "quantum games" we can now try to play using the new source of
entangled photon pairs. However, it is not so refreshing to repeat these protocols that
have already been realized with parametric down converters. It is in fact misleading to
think of the collectively coupled cesium atoms as another parametric down converter.
It is not. The atoms-cavity system has many more capabilities. Most notably, it has
quantum memory.
Quantum memory is the reason behind our ability to generate single photons in
the first place. This thesis has illustrated the transition from generating one-photon
to two-photon Fock states. How about In) = 13),14), and so on? It appears that it is
possible to generate these higher-number states using the atoms-cavity system. Akin
to holography, one can send in write laser pulses from various directions within the
horizontal plane perpendicular to the cavity axis (see Fig. 7-1). These laser pulses
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write excitations into the atomic ensemble that are to be "read out" later, either
one-by-one by switching on each counter-propagating read laser pulse individually, or
altogether to create a n-photon Fock state by turning on all read laser pulses at once.
Retroreflecting Cavitymirror
mirrors ! I
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Figure 7-1: Setup for holographic storage of atomic excitations.
Of course, the actual implementation of such a holographic storage device is not as
trivial as it sounds. Efficient generation of either n 1-photon Fock states or n-photon
Fock states requires fast optical switches, some form of feedback between the detection
of a write photon and the switch for read laser pulses, and most importantly, longer
coherence times within the atomic ensemble. The coherence time, which governs how
long these excitations may be stored, is only 600 ns for the photon-pair setup
described in this thesis, although coherence times as long as 3 us have been reported
with an older setup [2]. The 600 ns limit on the coherence time comes from two-
photon recoil of atoms that interact with the write pump beam. Presently, work is
underway to improve the coherence time by sending in write laser beams at small
angles to the cavity axis, which would reduce the amount of two-photon recoil in the
atomic cloud.
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Appendix A
Quantitative Estimation of Degree
of Polarization-Time Entanglement
This section is intended for the more theoretically-inclined readers, who are curi-
ous about the nitty-gritty calculations I carried out to predict by how much the
polaization-time entangled pairs would violate Bell's inequality.
We start with the most general state of photon pairs after the quarter-waveplate,
described in terms of creation and annihilation operators for vertically (t, ,) and
horizontally (ht, h) polarized photons:
dtoQ(to) dr'{ q(r') i t(t' + ') ht(t - ) + £e(') vt(t' + If) vt(t - )
+p(r') ht(to + T) ht (to- ) } 10) (A.1)
We remind the reader that Q(t') is the probability amplitude for photon pairs to arrive
at the polarizing beam splitter at time t, and q(r') is the probability amplitude that
the write and read photons of a given pair are spaced by time r'. For a maximally
entangled state, q(r) = q(-r) for all r. By including e(r') and p(r') in I1), we allow
for the possibility that not all photons incident on the polarizing beam splitter come
in write-read pairs.
In general, when we detect cross correlations between SPCMs, we are effectively
acting on state 1Ip) with annihilation operators h and v. Here are some useful algebraic
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simplifications that we can employ in later calculations:
^ (to + h)(to- ) t(t + ) ht(to- ) 0)
= 6 (to - t + -) 6 (to - t ) 10)
= 5(to - t)6(- - ') 10) ,
which implies
hthJ dt j dte(r') Vt Vt 
dto dr'pQ(7') ht1 ht2 , ht2I 1 2
dtfJdrq(r') ht, t2 f~l t
t t,
0 ht2~~~~~Sdt~JW~(')·ir,,a,~i 1 2
= e(r) + e(-T),
= P(T) + P(-7),
= q(-7),
= q(r).
To make the notation less unwieldy, the arguments (to + (T/2)) and (to - (T/2)) have
been replaced by their respective subscripts t and t2 (and similarly for their primed
counterparts) in Eq. (A.3).
For convenience, we define the following quantities:
q(r)
e(T)
= (q(r) + q(-r)),2
1
- (q()- q(-7)),2
1
2( ( + (-)) ,
21
p(P) +P-)) .2
(A.4a)
(A.4b)
(A.4c)
(A.4d)
Furthermore, we can break down q,
pertaining to the entangled photon
uncorrelated photons Xe2i:
q(T)
q(T)
, into the complex probability amplitudes p, b
pairs, and some r-independent background of
= F/(r) + Xei,
= P,(-),
(A.5)
(A.6)
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(A.2)
(A.3a)
(A.3b)
(A.3c)
(A.3d)
where the phase eig will be averaged away at the end of the calculation. Here, we
have assumed that both q(-r) and q(--) have the same background xe i , hence their
antisymmetric combination 4(r) contains no background term.
We can quantify the degree of entanglement between photons either with the
entanglement fidelity fe, or with the extent to which Bell's inequality can be violated.
The fidelity f, is defined to be the overlap between I1) and the maximally entangled
state 1E):
) = JdtQ(to) JdT(T)v,t to +  ht(t0 - ) 10), (A.7)
f = f (V) = d7({Iq(T)12 + Iq(-r)12 + q*(r)q(--r) + q*(-r)q(T))/4 (A.8)f drIq(r)l2
On the other hand, any violation of Bell's inequality can be calculated from the
following quantities:
S = IE(a, /3) - E(a', /)1 + E(a', /3') + E(a, /')j (> 2 if entangled), (A.9a)
where E(a, 3) = g"~ + gll - - (A.9b)g9 + aI± + QL + p1
g,,(r) is the intensity cross correlation measured between detectors aligned at angles
a and / away from the horizontal axis. Using Eq. (A.1) and the definitions
& _ h cosa+ bsin a, (A. 1Oa)
,/ - hcoso/+Osin3, (A.lOb)
we can derive ga(r) in terms of q(T), q(-r), p(r) and (r):
ga(r)= I[&tli 2 1)]1
I 2p(r) cos a cos/3 + 2e(r) sin a sin/3 + q(-r) cos a sin P
+q(r) sin a cos 3 12 (A.11)
Quantifying the degree of entanglement, be it in terms of the fidelity f or Bell state
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parameter S, therefore reduces to a problem of estimating the probability amplitudes
q(r), q(-r) and backgrounds £(r), p(T) that parameterize the general state 1,O). These
estimates can be backed out from existing data, as we shall show in the next few
paragraphs.
Firstly, we assume that the backgrounds comprising uncorrelated write-read, write-
write and read-read photon pairs are Poissonian and independent of . The back-
grounds can then be expressed in terms of the average rates of arrival of write (N,)
and read (Nr) photons:
X = v/(N,) (Nr) (A.12a)
e = V(N,/ ) (A.12b)
= (N) (A.12c)
Next, we relate the probability amplitudes and Zi to the Hong-Ou-Mandel in-
terference fringes measured with the variable retarder (see Fig. 5-3). We remind the
reader that after the retarder, photons polarized along the two retarder axes get a
relative phase shift b, i.e.
s -- s' =se i/ 2 = v - hei/2 (A.13a)
f, = -fe-oi+ = v+ h e7i=/'2 (A.13b)
The polarizing beam splitter after the retarder converts the basis of measurement
back to h and v:
h' f -iv sin + h cos (A.14a)
fl Si (A.
=-/ 2 v cos - ih sin (A.14b)
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Hence, after the polarizing beam splitter, the photon pairs are described by the state
h)-| dt Q(to ) dw'{ [ iq(r')2 + Cos2 -psin2 ]tJ J L 2 2 2
2sin 2 0 2 ht ht+[-q(T) sin2 + i( p + os ] t2 2 2 1 2
= J dtr Q(t;) Jdr' {T(r') 9, v; + e(r')ht. h1 + A(r') ht. } 10) ,(A.15)
where A(-') = (') os + (r')+ + i( + e) sin X . (A.16)
tuting Eqs. (A.4)-(A.6) into Eq. (A.16) and averaging over the phase angle ~ yields2 2 fo 2 2X2 ] t p2t
+/t Im[P(tr) t + (R)] sin 2t +2Re[()*()] os ', A.17)
whre~ +~3 nwhere are trying to demonstrate polarization-time entanglement,
we are interested in te interf rencs the fringes obtained from analyzing gr,,( = Substi-)
where T0 74 0. Hence, one can average the two fringe curves from Fig. 6-5, fit the
averaged curve to Eq. (A.17), and solve for the probabilityse angmplitudes in terms of the
fit coefficients. As a sanity chek, we can substitute q(r) = q(-+ X2 _ ) (or equivalently,
v(T) = z(--)) into Eq. (A.17) to obtain zero for the coefficient of cos , in the case
of a maximally entangled state. This means that both Hong-Ou-Mandel fringes will
look symmetrical about are 90°, which is what we expect for perfect entanglement.
Table A.1 gives the fit coefficients Ai the averaged interferenc  fringe curve,
along with the calculated backgrounds and probability amplitudes in), (terms of). Two
physical solutions, corresponding to two branch cuts, are possible for each probability
amplitude. Substituting the values from Table A.1 into Eqs. (A.8), (A.11) and (A.9),
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we obtain the final results f, = 0.81 ± 0.09 and S = 2.3 ± 0.2.
Table A.1: Hong-Ou-Mandel interference fringe fit coefficients, estimated
probability amplitudes, and estimated backgrounds.
1A12 = Ao + Al cos 2 + A2 sin 2 + A3 cos 
Ao A 1 A 2 A 3
9.24 + 0.35 6.90 ± 0.41 1.67 + 0.50 0.31 ± 0.55
Estimated probability amplitudes v = Iplei', = IPlei
(0.6 0.3) x 10 - 1.19 0.07 (0.2 ± 0.1) x 10- 3 2.7 ±0.1
(0.6 ± 0.3) x 10- 3 1.95 ± 0.07 (0.2 ± 0.1) x 10 - 3 0.4 ± 0.1
Estimated background rates into 20 ns bins
x e p
6.42 x 10- 7.28 x 10-5 5.66 x 10-5
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